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wiki

shared or group intelligence
that emerges from the 
collaboration, collective efforts, 
and competition
of many individuals



goals

understand the challenges of equipping
inconsistently skilled individuals

explore the difference between domain experts
and the people recruited to help them

explore a future where games with a purpose
and cheap, on-demand crowd work
are a pervasive part of society



Predicting protein structures
with a multiplayer online game



predicting protein structure from 
amino acid sequence:

template-based modeling,

ab initio (from the beginning)



rosetta methodology

stochastic algorithms:
fragment finding and assembly

deterministic:
energy minimization, structure perturbation and refinement



extent of free energy landscape

order of 1000 dof,
computationally-limited



hypothesis

replace stochastic components with 
human decision making...



how does it work?

improper conformations: puzzles
leaderboard: competition
(players also collaborated in teams)



What do you think 
about getting 

someone up to 
speed on this?





Thoughts about game playing 
mentality in empirical research...

(discuss with neighbor for 1 minute)



demo





experiment

posed 10 “blind” puzzles
compared similarity to native



Are these games efficient if one were to 
consider the return on player time?



Are these games efficient if one were to 
consider the return on player time?

Gabriel: what happens when the novelty wears off?
Could one achieve the same result with paid experimenters?

Dorothy: who owns the intellectual property?
Francesco: some applications favor computers

Janet: does not seem to help learning



how did we do?

riskier steps (worse, then better)
more useful starting point

better at resolving incorrect features



Hundreds of thousands of people have come together to 
solve puzzles, making it a successful academic platform. 

What do you think the 'secret ingredient'?



Stephanie: gamers want to appear smart
Eric: challenge drives people
Many of you: what about attrition?

Hundreds of thousands of people have come together to 
solve puzzles, making it a successful academic platform. 

What do you think the 'secret ingredient'?



improvements

iteration with player tools
social praise (forum)





Soylent: a Word Processor
with a Crowd Insider









demo



“The Human Macro”: great idea or 
research paper gimmick?

(discuss with neighbor for 1 minute)



















Sean: the addition of a qualify phase that can test workers to identify 
ones that demonstrate sufficient knowledge to work on the task.

What is one challenge that might arise from 
Find-Fix-Verify, and how would you address it by evolving 
the system?

Michelle: I don’t completely agree that crowdsourcing editing of high 
specialized or technical documents can be done to a satisfactory level.

Tushar: Another challenge that I can think of would be to handle 
multiple, conflicting edits over the same text.



What other applications could benefit from
embedded crowd workers?

Danilo: Photoshop with "complex filters".

(discuss with your neighbours for 2 minutes)



Is Fix-Find-Verify only for
guiding Turkers?  

(discuss with your neighbours for 2 minutes)



Ethical?  

(discuss with your neighbours for 2 minutes)

Jorge: Make use of the different currencies earn by different people 
in the world to profit from the least wealthy countries doing common 
and simple tasks is for me hard to digest.

: 
Dorothy: I’m excited about the possibilities of crowdsourcing, but I’m 
worried that the rhetoric of innovation makes UX/ HCI designers blind 
to the human concerns.

: 



Did you form groups yet?


